
With the help of old-fashioned
common sense and modern tech-
nology, the construction of the six
new, more efficient flat roofs was
possible. The measurements of the
surface area of the Seminary roofs
were put into a computer program
that calculated the correct plane
needed for water to run off any given
point on the roof. Then custom-built
pieces of a dense hydrophobic foam
were manufactured with the planed
surface, which were then laid down
on the stripped concrete of the roofs,
somewhat like pieces of a puzzle,
and stuck in place with hot tar (3500
lbs. of tar was needed for the whole
roof). This custom foam was then
covered with sheet rubber, which was
sealed watertight with another hydro-
phobic adhesive. Copper splashing
was then put around the surrounding
walls holding the rubber above the
level of the roof to allow water no
entrance down the sides of the inside
of the roof as the previous roofing
had done. All of the six flat-surface
roofs were surfaced in this manner.

As for the main four-story
building, its roof does not
have a cement base as the
other roofs, so it
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Seminary’s Easter Bonnet 
Benefactors’ Christmas generosity gives Seminary a brilliant new roof

Just in time for Eastertide, a
brilliant sheath of copper, visible
for miles around the Seminary,

now covers the Seminary’s main
building. This new roof, made
necessary by a series of longstanding
leaks, was made possible by the
generosity at Christmas time of the
Seminary’s benefactors.

Seminarians are delighted.
Instead of the late night awakenings
due to water dripping in the hall-
ways, now they hear the spring rain
drumming on copper. They are sure
of keeping dry!

Work began on the roof in early
March, and was completed within
three weeks. Interstate Roofing
Company, the same company that
had removed some damaged roof
tiles on part of the chapel one year
previous, was again employed. A
crew of about ten men began by
removing 7000 sq. ft. of flat roofs,
because apart from the main four-
story structure, there are other parts
of the Seminary that had leaking
roofs. In all, some seven roofs had to
be replaced, those covering the
sacristies, elevator shaft and bell
tower structures, the garage attached
to the main building, the roof
covering St. Gregory’s classroom,
and the electrical/pump house
attached to the refectory.

Beginning with the roof proper
to the Seminary’s main and longest
building, the workers stripped 10
tons of rock and old water-logged
rubber and foam off the roofs. The
harsh temperature extremes of
Minnesota had not been kind to parts
of the 30,000 sq. ft. of roof covering
the Seminary. Said Mr. Mike Florin,
who worked on the Seminary
last year (VERBUM#56)sealing
the stonework, “Either
replace the roof now, or in
ten to fifteen years
replace the building.”

posed another problem. Its flat
surface is made of wood and has
aged because of the extreme
temperature shifts characteristic of
Minnesota’s seasons, and as with
any conventional non-A-frame
wooden roof, the risk of eventual
water damage always exists. With
these variables in mind, and with the
advice of the Seminary’s full-time
maintenance man, Mr. Ken Tomac,
and former Seminary maintenance
prefects, seminarians Rev. Mr. John
Fullerton and Mr. Pat Crane, the
decision was made to construct an
A-frame roof on top of the existing
flat roof.

During construction, semi-
narians stood watching with great
interest as the huge 101 ft. crane
lifted copper to the top. Copper was
chosen to cover the A-frame
trussesinstead of tile as the rest of
the A-frame roofs on the Seminary
are covered, simply because of

This is a bird’s eye view of the Seminary as seen from the Seminary’s
bell tower.  Two seminarians stand on the newly roofed elevator shaft.

The roof on the right is the Seminary’s new copper roof.

Towering some twenty-five feet above the Seminary’s bell tower is the crane
used to lift materials to construct the roof.

In bygone days, when men were truly men
Doing high heroic deeds, they told the tale 

With rhyme and rhythm, from an epic poet’s pen,
High-colored deeds seeming in prose too pale—
Alas! Such noble ways have now grown stale!

Yet one man in our age escaped this curse,
A champion of the Faith, who would avail

To set the Church’s ruin in reverse,
Read here this hero’s story, told, as it should be, in verse!

(continued…page 2)

A Tribute to his grace . . .
For the Fifth Anniversary of His Death (March 25, 1991)

The Epic of the Society of St. Pius X,by Susan Horton

copper’s durability and the cost of the
tile being too great. The four man
crew of metal-workers fastened some
6000 lbs. of copper to the roof! And
seminarians, always ready to practice
good husbandry, collected old scrap
copper with Mr. Ken Tomac, who
together recycled approximately 1000
lbs. of the metal, which has a going
price of $.70 per pound. Some of the
scrap styrofoam from the old
damaged roof will also be put to good
use. It will be buried under parts of
the property where erosion is taking
place, and then covered with some of
the 9 tons of rock also salvaged from
the old roof.

Said Mr. John Schwanbeck, a
parishioner and employee of Interstate
Roofing Company who worked on the
Seminary roof, “Copper will last a
hundred years. It is a metal that can
hold up under the temperatures of our
winters, and it can’t corrode. Besides,
it looks nice.” Copper also has an
interesting quality; over the years it
will slowly oxidize and turn a dark
bronze/deep green color. Too radical a
transformation of the Seminary was to
be avoided, but seminarians agree that
their new copper-topped home looks
sharp. Obviously, durability was a big
concern; one should not now have to
worry about the roof leaking for a
long time, if ever, and the new roof,
coupled with the sealing of the
Seminary’s stone last year has ensured
the preservation of the building for
many years to come. So, despite the
cost of putting a new roof on the
building, one may say that the
Seminary saved a pretty penny.  Ω
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2 The Church had lived nigh on two thousand years
Unchanged, the self-same church that CHRISTdid found.

Though down the centuries there had been fears 
When Catholic folk saw heresies abound,
Still God sent means to keep the teaching sound,

Doctors and saints, skilful to guide and save 
Numberless souls, all now in Heaven crowned,

While humble priests and nuns their whole lives gave,
Most being faithful to their call, until the grave.

3 In our own century the Faith was strong,
And many were the converts who embraced 

The One, True Faith ... but then there came along 
The COUNCIL. Many good things were replaced,
And Documents prepared were put to waste.

The One true Church, it seemed, must be “renewed”.
The SACRIFICE, on which the Church is based

Must be “improved”, the sacraments reviewed, 
The change of Faith and Church being vigorously pursued.

4 The “Glorious Renewal” prophesied
Has not been seen to happen, nor is it known

How many are the Catholics who have died
In sorrow, for the Mass they called their own,
Spurned out of hand, rejected, overthrown.

In all two thousand years there never was
A time when less respect for God was shown.

The Council had prevailed, at what a cost,
Vocations by the thousand thrown away and lost.

5 Most Catholics felt there wasn’t any choice, 
They must accept the changes, and “obey”. 

Their hidden doubts and fears they must not voice–
Thanks be to God, not all folk felt that way;
The courageous stand they took bears fruit today.

Among the Council Fathers there was one,
–A French Archbishop– great was his dismay

To see the work of centuries undone;
The Church would be destroyed, its ruin had begun.

6 It was not right away that things were changed,
But gradually the new ideas crept

Into the Church, the age-old Mass exchanged
For something all “religions” could accept.
But certain Catholics, no!– they left– and wept!

The French Archbishop? He had made it plain 
That many of the changes he’d reject.

With such traditional views could he remain
Superior of his Order, and still the Faith maintain?

7 Three years after the Council’s end it was, 
His order held a Chapter, to revise

Its Constitutions, changing them because
The Council said new rules they must devise.
In vain did their Superior advise...

Although he tried quite strongly to protest,
His colleagues said : “Perhaps you would be wise

To take a holiday, a good long rest”.
The modernists had won– and so he acquiesced.

8 MARCEL LEFEBVRE, Archbishop, went to Rome,
He found a tiny flat where he could stay,

And every day, in his “retirement” home
He offered Holy Mass– and he would pray
For Holy Mother church, that she one day

Would come back to Tradition– as she can!–
With all bad innovations swept away. 

Though to the world he seemed a finished man,
For this great priest of God, Heaven had another plan.

9 An original seminarian’s written word 
Tells how events unfolded, long ago;

How Monsignor Lefebvre had often heard
Of young men searching for a place to go
For priestly training. “Where?” They did not know!

With seminaries modernizing fast,
And applicants all forced to undergo 

Renewal of the teaching of the past,
It was no sense applying, they simply would not last.

10 In desperation, some went down to Rome,
To seek an answer to their one request.

They saw the good Archbishop at his home,
And asked his help—he saw they were distressed
And told them, humbly, he would do his best.

Straightway he made inquiries to this end;
In Rome there was no place he could suggest.

Then BISHOPCHARRIERE, who was a friend,
Contacted him, with somewhere he could recommend.

11 He spoke of FRIBOURG UNIVERSITY
In his own Diocese, and that is where 

The work began, that one day was to be
The answer to many Catholics’fervent prayer.
A house was found for young men coming there.

They DID go to the University,
But lessons were as liberal as elsewhere.

For Monseigneur Lefebvre that could not be;
He prayed that he could found a proper seminary.

12 Before then, in a Café one fine day,
Some friends were taking coffee, when, nearby,

A local Communist was heard to say:
“ECÔNE is up for sale, and we will buy–
We’ll first destroy the chapel” was his cry.

Ecône, referred to, was a property
That nestled ’neath the mountains rising high.

At least six hundred years a monastery
Of the CANONS OF ST. BERNARD, known in history.

13 The Communist’s remark was overheard
By someone in the Cafe, who knew well 

The monastery—now through a casual word
He’d learned the news, the Canons wished to sell,
He must find out what they themselves would tell.

Contacting them, he heard that it was true,
From one lone Canon answering the bell.

Then straight-away our friend knew what to do!
He asked four friends to help him buy, the sale went through.

14 The five new purchasers were overjoyed.
Ecône was theirs, and saved from a dreadful fate.

The lovely chapel would not be destroyed,
And God would find a use, if they but wait
Till He sent someone, at a later date.

The months passed by, until one day came news
That Monseigneur Lefebvre was heard to state

“I’m searching for a building I can use
To found a seminary, with traditional views.”

15 Through PROVIDENCE, a meeting took place then,
Where it was understood the five friends shared

The aims of the Archbishop. These good men
Knew well the need for priests, to be prepared
To serve the Church for which they deeply cared.

“The house we’ve purchased we entrust to you,”
MONSIEUR PEDRONI happily declared.

“Your Grace,” he once said, “what you plan to do
Will make Ecône world-famous.” The prophecy came true.

16 Then Sion’s BISHOPADAM, when approached – 
Diocesan head to whom they had recourse – 

Gave full approval of the subject broached,
The project he was happy to enforce,
And so Ecône began its lawful course.

The Term was launched – and one by one they came – 
The first young men, to drink deep from the source

Of Catholic tradition, to proclaim 
(If God so willed) their priesthood in His Holy Name.

17 So now there were two houses. There remained
The original house at Fribourg. Students there

By Monseigneur Lefebvre were taught and trained – 
Their visits to Ecône were somewhat rare,
For normally there was no time to spare.

But one day the entire community 
Went to Ecône for lunch. There was an air

Of gaiety and calm serenity – 
Was there to be good news, for the Society?

18 Then Monseigneur rose slowly to his feet,
And on his face a mysterious little smile.

All conversation ceased. There was complete 
And utter silence, all eyes watching, while 
He drew from out his pocket – in slow style...

A Letter, which he obviously prized.
And everybody looked at him, the while

He read to them the letter, which advised
Officially, from Rome, their work was recognized.

19 On ALL SAINTS DAY, in nineteen-seventy
Through BISHOPCHARRIÈRE did Rome declare 

CANONICAL APPROVAL. The Society
Was now official. Many a fervent prayer
Of thanks to God rose from the chapel there.

St. Pius the Tenth, the patron chosen then
For the Society, would take good care,

And aid its work, the training of young men
As good and holy priests, to bring souls hope again.

20 Then from the tiny hamlet of Ecô
The news reached many faithfu

And once the ‘joyful tidings’bec
Congratulations came from eve
With prayers as well, that God 

Then seminarians, number
From north and south, from ea

The routine carried on just
Until there came Novembe

21 The Faith has enemies. These dis
Of everything about Ecône the

“Lefebvre,” they said, “and Ecôn
To keep up with the times. Stup
And to the Pope they spoke an 

At his request, two ‘Visitor
To find out where the Seminary

So they arrived, and three 
They could not fault the tra

22 A very serious matter then occurr
The Visitors some truths of Fai

Those listening were SPEECHLE
’mongst other things, the doubt
About the Resurrection– to der

The way it really happened
They made it seem the faith wa

To personal dictation of the
Not following the Truth, as

23 Then Monseigneur Lefebvre knew
And make a Declaration firm a

To tell the Catholic truth, and cou
The folly! To CATHOLIC Rom
The Guardian of the Faith– the

The teaching of Tradition, 
And loved and venerated year b

For Monseigneur, the Faith
And in his “Declaration” h

24 The “Declaration” stated: “We ad
To Catholic Rome, with all our

The Guardian of the Faith– and w
Traditions necessary to the goa
Of Faith maintained in Truth, e

While on the other hand, w
To follow modern Rome, wher

The newest trends, the Pro
Resulting from the Counci

25 Two months went past, and then 
Three Cardinals had written to 

A meeting .. Well! .. they SAID t
The honest Archbishop heeded
The urgent need for prayers he

To Rome he went on the ap
It was not to discuss, as had be

The Cardinals had angry th
About the Declaration. An 
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26 Now reasonably the Archbishop asked to record
On tape his answers, and remarks they made.

They promised a copy– promise they ignored–
In Rome all record of the meeting stayed.
Who can deny the Archbishop was betrayed?

Then Fribourg’s bishop (after Charriére), pressed
Into Rome’s service, Bishop Mamie, conveyed

A letter to Monseigneur, which expressed
The news that the Society had just been suppressed.

27 That “Declaration” Monseigneur prepared
Those years ago, is just as right today.

But since he had great courage, and declared 
Eternal truths, refusing to obey 
The modern trends, the verdict was “Away” –

He could to Rome’s Tribunal have appealed,
But that was disallowed. They’d have to say 

What WERE the faults they’d found and not revealed,
But NO! Without defense, Monseigneur’s fate was sealed.

28 But how could he close the Seminary down,
Or admit the end of the Society?

It was GOD’S work, Whose blessings did abound,
And it had been erected legally;
Without the hand of God how could that be?

The Seminary’s crime was its success,
A fact that even modernists could see.

That is why they made such efforts to suppress
The work that God had clearly never ceased to bless.

29 And so, that summer of nineteen seventy-five,
When Ecône’s foes pretended to revoke

Its charter, several priests, too weak to survive 
Rome’s disapproval, left, which did provoke
The question : would not lack of teachers choke

The Seminary to death? What would ensue?
To anxious seminarians thus spoke

The quiet Archbishop: “Teaching, which priests won’t do,
You’ll do yourselves. But I will not abandon you.”

30 Heroic words! ’Twas clear by now that Rome
Would not defend the Church or Faith, sore ailing–

To rescue Truth these young left hearth and home, 
But now the very friends of Truth were failing!
Would every elder let lies be prevailing?

One elder stood: “Whatever doctors tumble, 
The doctrine cannot change. No use bewailing 

Our friends’departure. Many yet may crumble,
But you stay with me if you like”–words quiet and humble.

31 Fiercer indeed the struggle grew next year
When thirteen priests were due to be ordained.

But as the month of June was drawing near 
A letter came from Rome, and this contained
A warning that, unless His Grace refrained 

From carrying out the scheduled ceremony,
Rome’s punishing wrath no more would be restrained.

He knew of course that this might come to be,
But was prepared to suffer, for his Eternity.

32 “SUSPENDED A DIVINIS”! Quick it came.
But also at that time there were received

Bundles of letters– thousands– in the name
Of faithful Catholics, world-wide, who believed
The One True Faith– nor were these souls deceived,

The Faith was not what they were being taught,
And if the Mass was lost they’d be bereaved.

The Faith with many dangers now was fraught,
And so they wrote, with prayers, and promised their support.

33 Thus there began for the Society 
Great years of growth in numerous distant lands.

All started out from just one Seminary,
Now there are six– each year the work expands,
Despite the opposition it withstands.

The Holy Mass is offered far and near, 
A source of greatest blessing from God’s hands.

The joy it brings to many is quite clear, 
Some have to travel far, but still they persevere.

34 Now those far countries often would invite
The good Archbishop. Happily would he

Administer the Confirmation Rite–
But given the growth of the Society
And his great age, then very obviously 

Some further help was needed. That is why
A new Superior General came to be,

A worthy priest on whom he could rely, 
To run administration, his talents to supply.

35 But more was needed. Passing years would spare
No man. His Grace’s coming death was plain. 

If he should die quite soon, who would be there 
To ordain the men proceeding now to train
For the Sacred Priesthood? All would be in vain.

There must be bishops! Though initially
He tried to deal with Rome, he could not gain

A jot of satisfaction, and could see
That he must act alone, for the Society.

36 Thus on a memorable and historic day,
In June of ’eighty-eight, continuously 

The people in their thousands made their way
To Switzerland’s ECÔNE, the Seminary
Where Monseigneur’s Society came to be.

That was the day he once more “HANDED DOWN
WHAT HE RECEIVED” by giving, solemnly, 

To four successors, each the Bishop’s Crown,
Survival to the Church, to himself undying renown!

37 The Catholic Church will also thank the one
Who flew from far Brazil to give support:

Bishop de Castro Mayer, who alone
As bishop stood by the Archbishop. Both had fought
To keep the faith as they themselves were taught.

Who could forget His Grace’s happy smile?
To him that day a great relief had brought, 

Lifting his burden, borne for too long a while – 
No bishop to succeed had been a heavy trial.

38 But “EX-COMMUNICATION” was Rome’s word.
It was of course through sheer necessity

The Consecrations finally occurred.
In modern times, wherever could there be 
A bishop who, in his entirety

Would follow every day, in word and deed
The Church’s ancient truth, from error free? 

The Consecrations firmly guaranteed 
The priestly work – and peace – fidelity’s true need.

39 His Grace knew– as St. Paul– “The race is won”, 
God asked him much, much he gave in reply.

“I kept the Faith.” (He did). “My work is done;
Now all I have to do for Him is die.”
But nigh three years would quietly pass by

Before the day, when to Ecône once more 
Thousands would travel, to say their last good-bye,

At the Solemn Requiem celebrated for
The champion of the Church and Faith of heretofore.

40 More years have passed, and the Society 
Is flourishing, and growing even more,

With churches, chapels, university, 
And priories, schools...on many a far off shore,
The True Faith preached, as centuries before.

The priests are now three hundred and thirty-five,
And still the Faithful constantly implore,

“Please send a priest, to keep the Faith alive!”
The countries where they work now number twenty-five.

41 MARCEL LEFEBVRE served God for many years
As priest at home, then in the mission field.

He loved the Faith. The COUNCILbrought its fears,
To compromise the Faith he would not yield,
Then God to him another work revealed. 

Let those of us poor Catholics who attend 
The Mass by priests of the Society,

Follow his high example, and defend 
The Faith as given by God, till our Eternity. Ω

Pius X by Susan Horton
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The Society’s interest in
keeping Church art
alive has resulted in the

appearance of Louis Cirillo at
the Seminary. Born in New
York, he started attending the
Society’s chapel in Ridgefield,
Connecticut in 1979. Although
he graduated from the Univer-
sity of Cincinnati with a
Bachelor’s degree in architec-
ture, he has always had a deep
interest in religious art.
Bishop Williamson, impressed
with the backdrops Mr. Cirillo
painted for a play given by
the parish at Ridgefield last
November, invited him to
come to the Seminary.

After completing the Tree
of Jesse behind the St. Marcel
Altar in the Seminary Crypt,
he is now working on the remodeling of the Seminary’s chapel dedicated to Our
Lady. Brother Marcel, our other “in-house” artist, made two plaster statues, one
of the Sacred Heart and one of St. Joseph, which Mr. Cirillo gilded and painted.
These will be placed on the altar. VERBUMplans to display the redecorated
chapel in a future issue.

Louis has been highly impressed by the art and ideas at the Seminary. After
seeing the newly arranged Crypt with its five altars, in a previous VERBUM
(Summer Issue #58), he stated, “I knew that the Society would have to keep all
Catholic art styles alive.” He noted that the religious art done at the Seminary is
based on living tradition, a tradition that is not merely archaeological, but one
that is interested in taking the good out of the past and using it in a present
modern way by using modern construction and art materials. He even sees this
living tradition as the unifying element in the crypt, as the altars are all of this
era. They are not just lifeless copies of past styles, but rather they are their
incorporation into the design styles, color and construction methods of our
present age, thus in that sense keeping tradition living. 

As Mr. Cirillo pointed out, some people tend to forget that the Gothic style
was “modern” at its conception. But he also believes that religious principles
should guide the use of modern styles and technology, rather than the reverse.
Mr. Cirillo has observed that when Modernists renew past art they always distort
it to suit their principles and end by destroying it.

Mr. Cirillo enjoys working on Church art, but he states that although there is
a need for it, the chapels have to make decisions based on their funds, which
understandably limits their decisions for ornamenting their chapels. He is happy
to have found an interest in art here in Winona, as he contributes to the beauty
of the Seminary, while enjoying his work as well.  Ω

The beautiful woods of
Minnesota which surround
the property of the Seminary

are useful to seminarians through all
seasons of the year.

During this past winter the
Seminary’s heating system was sup-
plemented by the Seminary’s wood-
burning furnace, which gave

VERBUM readers may be pleas-
antly surprised to know that
something more than just cof-

fee has been brewing lately at the
Seminary. Sixth year seminarian Rev.
Mr. John Fullerton got the idea for
making up a batch of home-made beer
which was enjoyed by priests and
seminarians at an Irish-style meal of
corned beef and cabbage following

our monthly community hike.
Even though these celebra-
tions are occasional, it must
be pointed out that brewing
beer is a time-honored
Catholic custom.

Reverend Mr. Fullerton
believes that brewing one’s
own beer is more satisfying
both in terms of taste and
economics. In addition, it is
not a lengthy project; the
fermentation of the “wort”–
the product of boiled down
cereal grains–begins in just
a few days after yeast has
been added. One must be
careful to use warm water in
brewing and to assure that
the fermentation continues,
and the fermenting liquid
must be kept at room tem-
perature. It’s just like follow-
ing a recipe! It goes without
saying that before all else,
you must be sure to use fresh

ingredients. In making our beer, Rev.
Mr. Fullerton used our own spring
water which the Lord has graciously
provided us with and which flows
right into our seminary kitchen. 

The city of Munich, Germany
comes from the Latin monachus–
monk –and was in fact founded by
beer-brewing monks. Beer and bread
have always been closely related and

What’s Brewing at the Seminary?

No, Fr. Dean has not taken to
nature-worship! He is drilling a

maple tree for its sap.

Sap Story

Still Tradition – Seminarians 
Rev. Mr. John Fullerton, Rhyan Herkel,

and Dominic O’Connor rejoice like monks
in a monastery cellar

Chef Scott Jonsrud proudly displays
the six point buck which he shot

while hunting on Seminary grounds. 

in fact, in medieval times, the brew-
eries and bakeries were always side
by side with the monasteries. Rev.
Mr. Fullerton’s specialty beer is Irish
stout which is made with molasses,
hops, yeast and various grains. One
may reasonably suspect this tradition
will be passed on to other seminar-
ians in the near future. 

Rev. Mr. Fullerton wishes that
the Seminary eventually makes altar
wine. He has already made black-
berry and dandelion wine. This was
made possible by the donation of a
wine-making kit from some of the
parishioners in Kansas City, and
with the advice of some of our help-
ful in-the-know parishioners here
in Winona. 

The Restoration Continues

Louis Cirillo paints the Tree of Jesse.

We might even find ourselves
harvesting our own grapes if the right
location can be provided here on our
seminary grounds. Rev. Mr. Fullerton
says this will require careful planning
as grapes need a sheltered environ-
ment from the cold winds coming up
from the Mississippi river just below
us here on Stockton Hill. The
Seminary does have a small pond
with sloped banks: an ideal setting for
a vineyard. Nevertheless, it will take
persistence and time to cultivate such
a vineyard—just ask priests and
seminarians at Ecône. They’ve been
working at it for years! In the mean
time we will continue to enjoy the
fruits of Rev. Mr. Fullerton’s labor.
Here’s to your good health!  Ω

seminarians the opportunity to
donate many hours of generous
labor by cutting down some of the
trees for burning. With the length of
days and warmer weather, these
acres of woodland turn to more
tasteful uses.

Fr. Dean, one of the Seminary
professors, sees in the many stands
of maple a sure cure for a sweet
tooth. Many of the maple trees
around the Seminary have been
tapped in the hopes of getting the
many gallons of sap needed for
making maple syrup. It takes close
to forty gallons of sap to make one
gallon of syrup!

Unfortunately last year was not
a very good year for maple syrup.
“The weather was far too warm,”
says Father Dean, “We really do
need moderate spring weather for
the sap to flow.” Nevertheless,
Father still collected 450 gallons of
sap which made 12 gallons of syrup.
Father is looking forward to a much
more fruitful harvest this year, thus
giving the seminarians a good taste
that can come from even an old
withered maple.  Ω

a help in the cost of trying to keep
sixty seminarians fed, because you
can imagine what the cost of one
roast beef dinner might be! 

At any rate, the game that we
have had this year has been a
welcome and appreciated treat. So,
what is that coming from the
kitchen? Around here it’s hard to be
certain, but we always know that it
will be good.  Ω

In particular are those meals
which include wild game supplied
by the Seminary’s maintenance man,
Mr. Ken Tomac. His success in
various hunting expeditions in the
spring and summer of 1995 have
supplied for us a colorful array of
main courses. In addition, Chef
Jonsrud himself also shot one deer,
(see picture) which he immediately
butchered and cooked for our tables.
This has been a nice change from
the average domestic meat as well as

I n talking to the Seminarians of
Stockton Hill one may encoun-
ter any number of complaints.

“Too much work, too much play,
not enough time”, are just a few
examples. There is one point, how-
ever, that has found favorable
opinions throughout the community.
The food! Meals prepared at the
hands of our Seminary Chef, Scott
Jonsrud, have been a blessing for us
and the subject of praise from many
of our visitors.

Deer Slayer


